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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [3] Atkinson considered the problem of deriving upper and lower 
bounds for the Titchmarsh-Weyl m-functions associated with the linear. 
second-order, differential equation 
-(py’)‘+qy=l.w~ o<.\-< x. (1.1) 
in the case where p, q, u’ E L,‘,,(O, rxj), 1~ 3 0 and 3. is a complex parameter 
with 
O<s<arg(j,)<rr-E. (1.2) 
The bounds derived in [3] are superior to those of an earlier publi- 
cation, [2], both in the sense that they are two sided and because they give 
sharper estimates in a number of examples. 
One of the complications involved in the analysis of (1.1) in the case 
where there are no restrictions on the sign of p involves the way in which 
the m-function is defined. A geometric interpretation of the m-function 
requires us to consider the Weyl disc, D(X, i+), which is defined to be the 
closed interior of the circle which is the image of the real line under the 
mapping 
5: -+ 
- {0(X, I.) - <p(X) O’(X, 2):. 
(44X A) - b(X) Q’(X IL) } ’ 
where 4, 0 are the solutions of (1.1) with QO, j.) =O, p(O) 0’(0, 3.) = I, 
#(O, 3.) = -1, p(B) #‘(O, n) = 0. It is known, see [7], that as X increases the 
discs D(X, i) nest; and as X -+ cc they converge either to a limit point or 
a limit disc. We define m(A) to be either the unique limit-point or a fixed 
point on the boundary of the limit disc. Our concern in this paper is with 
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bounds for Im(L)j as 121 + cc in sector of the upper half plane. One way 
of using the above definition of m(n) to obtain such estimates is to estimate 
a point in D(X, 1) for large 1 and then to estimate the radius of D(X, 2) 
as 111 + co. This gives effective results in the case in which p and w are 
positive valued functions and is the approach used in [l]. However, in the 
more general case considered here points within D(X, 2) and the radius of 
D(X, 2) are comparable in magnitude. This tends to make the geometric 
approach to estimating [m(n)/ rather cumbersome in this case. In this 
paper we adopt the more direct approach used by Atkinson in [3]. 
DEFINITION. D(X, 1) consists of those m for which the Ricatti equation 
VI= -p-l - (Ilw - q) v2 (1.3) 
with initial condition 
v(0) = m (1.4) 
has a solution over [O, X] which satisfies 
Im{ v(X, 2)) Z 0. (1.5) 
We refer to [3] for a discussion of the equivalence of these, and several 
other, definitions of D(X, A). For a historical background we refer to the 
original paper of Weyl [S]. 
The main result of [3] which we take as our starting point may be 
stated as follows. 
THEOREM A. For large lil( satisfying (1.2) let c= c(A) be chosen to 
satisfy 
IAl* (f w dt)( 1: wrf dt) <4(X-’ sin* E. (1.6) 
Then any m E D(c, A) satisfies, for sufficiently large /Ai, 
Im( z i 1111 sin(e) [: wr: dt (1.7) 
1 l/ml 2 $ /A( sin(s) 1: wdt, (1.8) 
where r,(t) :=Jh p(s)-’ ds. 
Theorem A is extremely powerful and includes the earlier results of [2] 
and [6]. It also applies to the particular example of [4] in which q E 0 and 
w, p are powers of x. 
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It has recently been shown in [S] and the earlier papers referred to 
therein, that the asymptotic behavior of m(L) is related to the argument of 
i.. This leads to the question of whether stronger results than Theorem A 
may be derived if we restrict 1, to smaller sectors of the complex plane than 
that given by (1.2). 
2. THE RESULTS 
For integral N we write 
SN.c= jA:O<a<arg(l)<(2”- l)-’ (n-c)) 
and p,(x) := 11; p(t) -’ dt( 
P,(X) := J-T ~(t)p,-,(t)~ dr for j = 2,..., N. 
0 
We suppose throughout that 
w(t)>,0 
and q is such that 
(2.1) 
Jo’ Is(t)\ dl= o( IAl Jb’ w dt) 
s ,‘ Is(t)1 p,(t) dt = 0 PI j-’ u’(t) p,(t) dr 0 > 1 
(2.2) 
and 
s : Ill P,(t)* df= (21 j-x w(t) p,(t)‘dt 0 ! (2.3 ) 
as )A/ -+ cc for j= 1, 2. 
We choose c(n) so that 
w(t) p’(t) d  db 44N (2.4) 
w(t)~2(t)dt& 44N (2.5) 
(jvlZN jocci, w(t) dt)(~oc’i’ w(t) ~,,,,(t)~ dt) <A, (2.6) 
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where 
6 := 10PNP’ sin(s). (2.7) 
THEOREM 1. For ;1. E SN,E with IA/ sufficiently large, all mED(c(A), I.) 
satisfy 
(i) 1021 -I B 1 sin(s) j/z! J$“’ w(t) dt 
(ii) Im( B 4 sin(s) (A( “-I j;;‘“’ w(t) pN(t)2 dt. 
We remark that the constants appearing in (2.4)-(2.7) are not claimed to 
be optimal. 
3. COMPARISON WITH THEOREM A 
In Theorem A Atkinson chooses c(A) so that 
,1,2(jl:(i)w(t)dt)(j;i) ) w(t) PI(t)” dt <40V’sin2 E. (3.1) 
In our notation (3.1) may be rewritten as 
IAl2 (jl” w(t) dt) p2(c(;l))<400-’ sin2 s. (3.2) 
It follows from the Schwarz inequality and the fact that p2( .) is an 
increasing function that any c(n) which satisfies (3.2) also satisfies 
121 j;(‘) w(t) pi(t) dt < (ill (j;“’ w(t) dt)“2 (j;“’ w(t) pl(t)2 dt)‘j2 
and 
<20-l sin(s) (3.3) 
111’ jI(” w(t) pz(t) dt < Ill,’ p,(c(ll)) j:(l) w(t) dt <4OW’ sin’(s). (3.4) 
The requirements on c(n) given by (2.4) and (2.5) are thus seen to be 
similar to those of (3.1). It is shown in Lemma 1 that for m = 2,..., N- 1, 
Pm+ I(X) G I4 -?“-I Pmb) for 0 d x 6 c(n). 
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Thus, for the c(L) chosen to satisfy (3.1), 
,A/2” (clj) w(t) dt)( J’:I*’ w(t) p&)2 df) 
6 ,%,2 (jy’ M’(f) df)(k:l;l M’(f) p,(r)? df) (3.5) 
for N > 2. The lower bound for ImJ given by part (ii) of the Theorem may 
now be seen to be seen to be at least comparable to the lower bound given 
by Theorem A. 
4. THE POWER CASE 
We follow [3, Section 6) and consider, by way of an example, the situa- 
tion which arises when q E 0 and p, u’ behave, in an average sense, like 
powers of X. Suppose for Odxd c(1) that 
I 
Y 
Cll-x n(l) < u.(t) dr d CIZP” (4.1 1 
0 
p,(x) < C?IXn(2) (4.2) 
I 
i 
w(t) P,~( t)’ dt 3 c~~x’~(~). (4.3) 
0 
It follows inductively from (4.1) and (4.2) that there exist a sequence of 
constants {c,} for ,j= l,..., N such that 
p;(x) d c,x 2J~‘(n(l)+en(2I)~l1(1i (4.4 1 
for .Y E [0, c(i.)]. Also for j = 1, 2 we have that for some constant, C. 
and 
I p,(t) dt G C(lA c(ju)n”)i-n”))2i ’ (4.5 1 
13.12” .i:‘“) ,+jt) &)( j”‘“’ w(t) ~,,,(t)~ dt 6 C(.lAl c(Je)n”)+n(2))2”. 
> 
(4.6) 
0 
In order to satisfy (2.4)-(2.6) we take, by (4.5) and (4.6), 
c(n) = K ,A, l!ln(l)+n~2ll (4.7) 
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for a suitable constant K Theorem 1 now yields the result that for 1 E SN,E 
with 11) sufficiently large 
Iml <c IAl - Q)l(n(l)+W)) (4.8) 
and 
Irnl 2 c 1~(2~-----n(3)/(n(l)+n(2)) (4.9) 
for m E D(c(A), A). 
In the particular case considered in [3] in which (4.3) is replaced by the 
condition 
p,(x) 2 c**x”(2) 
we have that n(3) = 2N[n(l) +n(2)] -n(l) and the bounds of (4.8) and 
(4.9) agree with those of [3] on the sector S,,,. 
5. ATKINSON'S INEQUALITY 
Our proof of Theorem 1 is based on an inequality derived by Atkinson 
in [3] which gives necessary conditions on the initial value o(a) in order 
that the equation 
u’(x) = -a(x) - B(x) u(x) -y(x) Us, o<x,<c (5.1) 
should have a solution satisfying 
Im{u(c)} 20. (5.2) 
We suppose that a, /?, y E Lloc and we write 
a0 := s ’ I4t)l dt 0 
a,(x) := jX a(t) dt 
0 
and similarly for PO, p,(x), yo, y,(x). 
LEMMA 1. Zf (5.1) has a solution satisfying (5.2) then 
W)l >Im{a(c)) -ao{4Bo+ 16aoyo}, 
I l/O)l>/ Im{y,(c)) - ~~~~~~ + 16aoyol. 
This is [3, Lemma 11. 
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6. PRELIMINARY TRANSFORMATIONS 
We take as our starting point (5.1). In the case of ( 1.1) we have, by ( 1.3 ), 
x := p-1, y : = 1w - q. Let u(x, A) denote a solution of (5.1) which satisfies 
(5.2) and let T(X, 2) be an absolutely continous function to be chosen below 
which has 
Im{r(c(i), A)} 6 0 for sufficiently large j> E SN,E (6.1 ) 
r(O,i)=O. (6.2) 
It follows from (5.2) and (6.1) that 
Im{u(c(A), A)-r(c(A), 2.)) 20. 
Moreover, from (5.1), we have 
(u-r)‘= -A-B(u-r)-G(u-r)*, 
where 
A := p-‘+r’+? 
B:= 2(h-q)r 
G:= Aw-q. 
(6.3 1 
(6.4 1 
By (6.30) we may apply Atkinson’s inequality, Lemma 1, to (6.4). If, in the 
notation of Section 5, 4B,+ 16A,G,< 1, then for meD(c(ji), A), 
Iml = Iu(0, A)( >Im{A,(c(;l))) -A,{4B,+ 16A0G0} (6.5) 
/l/ml = Il/o(O, A)/ >Im{G,(c(l))} - G,(4B, + 16A,G0}. (6.6) 
The object now is to choose r to satisfy (6.1) and (6.2) and to make the 
right hand sides of (6.5) and (6.6) as large as possible. 
We set 
r(x, A):= zr,(x, A)
n=l 
so that 
A=p-‘+ 5 r:,+(hv-q) c rn f rm 
(6.7) 
+(Aw-q) C r, C r,+(iw-q)r, C rm. 
n=2 m=l m=2 
(6.8 1 
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rl(x, A) := -jxp(t)-‘dr 
0 
and then 
A=(Aw-q)r:+r;+2(Aw-q)rlr,+(ilw-q)r: 
+ f rL+(nw-q) f rnmtl r,+ W-q) i n=3 II=3 fl=l rn f3 rm. 
We choose 
so that r; + 2(lw - q) rlr2 = -(Aw - q) rf and 
A=(Iw-q)ri+ 5 rL+(lw-q) : rn 5 r, 
We proceed inductively and choose 
r ,+l(x,A):= -j:(Aw-q)e -25:(~~~4)~.:=,r~(~,ir)d~~~(t, A)‘& (6.9) 
for j = l,..., N - 1. We then have 
A(x, A) = (Aw - q) r’,. (6.10) 
7. PROPERTIES OF r 
It is clear from (6.9) that the requirement (6.2) is fulfilled. We now show 
that (6.1) is also satisfied, but first we need some preliminary results. 
LEMMA 2. For j = 3 ,..., N, 
w(t)p,(t)dt& 
44N’ 
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Proof: We first consider the case j = 3. Since pz( .) is increasing we have 
from (2.5) that 
Thus, 
Suppose the result holds for p,- , then, since pi- ,( .) is increasing, 
< Ii1 ---21-2 p,- l(X) )y* I 
c’n) w(t) P,- ,(t) dt 
0 
Now, 
The proof is now complete by induction. 
We note from (2.4), 
IAl is so large that 
(2.5) that c(A) -+ 0 as /j.( -+ o and we suppose that 
jf Iq(t)l dt 6 I11 ?*,‘ u’(t) dt (7.21 
J, iq(t)l p,(t) ds$j I4 I,* w(t) p,(t) dt 
j,’ lq(t)l p,W2 ds$ I4 Jf 4t) in(f)’ dt 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
for 0 <x < c(A) and n = l,..., N. 
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LEMMA 3. For j = 2,..., N and 0 < x < c(k) 
Ir,(x, A) + ~2’-‘-‘pj(x)( < 10’6 1L12’-‘-’ pi(x). 
Proof We consider first the case j= 2. We note from (7.2) that 
2 ji”) (Iw - q[ [rll dt < 2 111 [~“’ wpl dt + 2 1:” (q( p1 dt 
Also, 
(7.5) 
(7.6) 
and 
Now, 
r2(x, A) = -j: (A.w-q) e-2~fcnW-q)r1*r: dt 
= -$- wrfdt-1 
i 
x w{e-2h%-7bl~- l} @t 
0 0 
+ qe - 2 j: (A’+‘- 4) Q,.; dt. 
It follows from (7.3)-(7.7) that 
~,.,(~,~)+~{~wrfdtl <IAl {e2r~‘i11dw-ql’r1’dr-1} j:wrfdt 
+ e2 jo”“’ li.w-ql 1~1 ds qr: dt 
< 6. 102. IL1 &(X). 
The case j = 2 is thus established. 
Suppose that the result holds for r,, with n = 2,..., j. We now have 
IrJx, A)( < 2 1112’-‘- ’ p,(x) for n=l ,..., j, 0 <x< c(i) (7.8) 
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and by (7.1)-(7.4), 
(7.9) 
Thus, 
(7.10) 
and 
(7.11) 
By the induction hypothesis, (7.8), we have 
rj(x, A) = --A *‘-‘-‘pj(x) + 0,(x, A), 
where Ia,1 < 10’6 jA12’-‘P1. So rj(~,;1)2=l~2’~2pf-2r12’~‘-*p,~,++af and 
Ir,(x, n)*- P*pj(x)*I < 2.6 11/2’--2 IO’pJ + 6210”pf 
~s~lo~.pf{2+10’.6} /Al*‘-2 
6 3.6.lO’p,(x)2 /Aj2’P2* (7.12) 
It follows now from (7.8)-(7.12) that 
r ,+,(x,1)= -j:(nw-q)e- 2 J:(i.w--q)X/,=~rnds~f dl 
= -l*‘-l j: wpj dt- A J*o’ w[rf - ,I*‘-*pf] dt 
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Thus, 
<&{3.10’+9+&} )A12’-’ s Iwpjdt 0 
The proof is now complete. 
We consider now the requirement (6.1). Suppose A=: (AI eis; then for 111 
sufficiently large, 
IITl{rj(C(A), A)} Q -Im{l "-'-'pj(C(l))} + lo”6 ’ lA12'-'d'Pj(C(rJ)) 
< - 14 2’m’-1pi(c(A)){sin[(2j-1 - 1) f3] - 10’6) 
GO 
since 6 : = lOeN- ’ sin(s) and 0<~<8<(2~--1)-~ (X-E). 
8. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We consider first the quantity 4Bo+ 16AoGo. By (6.10) 
4Bo + 16A,G, = 8 j”“’ IIw-qJ lrl dt+16 
0 
j~‘i’(~-1+“+(Lw-q)r2J dt) 
X jllw-qJ dt 
> 
<8 2 j=(“Il.w-ql Ir,,ldt+16(j~“‘~~w-qldt 
n=l 0 > 
X Iiw - ql lrN12 dt 
> 
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<y j, &+4;;21.11;+3 (8.1) 
by (2.4)-( 2.6) and Lemma 2. 
We first consider the bound (i). By (6.5) we have that for all 
m E D(c(i,), A) and (iI suff&ziently arge, 
(ml -‘>,Im 
We now look at (ii). By (6.5) we have that for all mELI(c( A) and Ii/ 
sufficiently large 
-8 j”l” IAwl lrN12 dt - 6 f”“’ 141 lr,,rI’ dt 
0 “0 
-Im{~~iiqr2,dfj-Bj~” IlW lrv12 dt-6 j”” /q) lr,.12 dt o 
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>,A,“*-‘(jocI*) kvpNdt sin(s){l-6~cosec(~)[3~10N+&+3+31} 2 )
> ppl sin(E)(j~‘)wp~dt) {1-6e4.10NcOsec(E)). 
Since 6 = IO-‘-’ sin(s). The result now follows. 
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